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Zooniverse of DBs

SQL

NoSQL

Graph

Knowledge Graph

Neo4j, GraphDB, 
Dgraph, OrientDB

MySQL

MongoDB

Grakn



Advantages of graph representations

1. Flexible representation of relations: 1:n

2. Deep-link traversal.
3. Live updates



Arango: Installation

https://www.arangodb.com/download-major/ubuntu/

Available for major platforms, docker (through apt store on Deb systems).

Similar to mongodb. Starts as a service, uses js as shell language.

https://www.arangodb.com/download-major/ubuntu/


Practicalities

1. pyarango (https://pyarango.readthedocs.io/en/latest/)
2. aql (arango query language) 

(https://www.arangodb.com/docs/stable/aql/tutorial.html)

Recipe:

manage db from python; ingest using string aql queries sent from python

https://pyarango.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


Document organization

Similar to Mongo, document is a json object:

_key: in-collection id (can be specified by user (!))

_id: global id



Collection organization

General collection. 

Vertex collection. 

Graph.

Edge collection.

NB: graph namespace limits 
graph traversal queries.



Features. Upsert.
UPSERT searchExpression INSERT insertExpression UPDATE updateExpression IN collection 
options

UPSERT searchExpression INSERT insertExpression REPLACE updateExpression IN collection 
options

UPSERT { name: 'superuser' } 

INSERT { name: 'superuser', logins: 1, dateCreated: DATE_NOW() } 

UPDATE { logins: OLD.logins + 1 } IN users



Architecture concerns

What should be a field and what should be a collection?

Sometimes it is useful to use blank nodes

Location: {country: France, city: Paris, postal_code: 75018}

vs



Queries. Graph traversal
LET data = [

    {

        "parent": { "name": "Ned", "surname": "Stark" },

        "child": { "name": "Robb", "surname": "Stark" }

    }, {

        "parent": { "name": "Ned", "surname": "Stark" },

        "child": { "name": "Sansa", "surname": "Stark" }

    }, {

        "parent": { "name": "Ned", "surname": "Stark" },

        "child": { "name": "Arya", "surname": "Stark" }

    }, {

        "parent": { "name": "Ned", "surname": "Stark" },

        "child": { "name": "Bran", "surname": "Stark" }

    }, 

...



Queries. Graph traversal



Edge definition

If vertices are completely specified by theirs 
id - the cost adding edges diminishes greatly! 
Otherwise ids have to be looked up.

Add attributes to edges: create 
extra structure, e.g. order.



Toy model : publications



Collection mapping



Queries
Q1: the most popular journals by number of publications for 1978.

Q2: 1000 most popular words (minus stop words) from all available titles.

Q3: authors who changed their country more than twice.

Q4: for publication p compute the ratio of number of second order 
neighbors to first order neighbors in the directed network of citations.

Q5: count the number of times publications from journal J published in 
1978 cite publications in journal J’ published in period [1973, 1978).

Q6: given a subset of publications, compute the cardinality of the power 
set defined as papers cited by p, papers that are cited by papers cited by 
p etc of order 5.



Query 5

Known at EigenFactor ™ (http://www.eigenfactor.org)

A cousin of Google PageRank.

make it irreducible and aperiodic. Then there is a unique stationary distributions, given 
by the eigenvector of unity.

http://www.eigenfactor.org


Query results
Arango vs SQL

16 Gb vs 128 Gb

Q1: return the most popular journals by number of publications for 
1978.

Q2: return 1000 most popular words (minus stop words) from all 
available titles.

Q3: return the authors who changed their country more than twice.

Q4: for publication p compute the ratio of number of second order 
neighbors to first order neighbors in the directed network of 
citations.

Q5: count the number of times publications from journal j published 
in 1978 cite publications in journal j’ published in period [1973, 
1978).

Q6: given a subset of publications, compute the cardinality of the 
power set defined as papers cited by p, papers that are cited by 
papers cited by p etc of order 5. As the subset of publications we 
take 100 publication from query 4 with the highest ratio.



Bonus: full WoS schema


